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As part of the exhibition, during the opening hours one of the above-mentioned exhibition tour-guides will be present in the ground floor 
space, and by visitor request or guided by personal interest — he or she will indulge in spontaneous and improvised performances / tours of 
this archive.



An Archive of StoneS, to be periodicAlly ActivAted, SpeculAted upon, dAmAged And finAlly gilded 
with fiction is a project which addresses the use and significance of stones in contemporary art, as 
well as their narrative or linguistic potential. Neither an exhibition nor a lecture in traditional terms, 
this project is, if anything, an archive that is meant to be activated through narrative, speculation and 
inevitably, misinterpretation. Intended to function not only as an interrogation, which is not so much 
exhaustive as it is comprehensive, of the use of stones in contemporary art, but also as an ad-hoc, 
ever changing ritual based on the reading of stones. Taking the most rudimentary, mute, supposedly 
meaningless and indigent objects of so-called pre-civilization, which have already been rendered 
strange through their transformation into objects of culture through art, the archive proposes to 
function as a language itself — a language whose signification and mode have yet to be determined. 
For instance, while this language could function in the most fundamental way, as in tools for every day 
living, gesturing, at best, new, if primitive forms, it could also be of a more divinatory or mystical order, 
depending on who uses it and how they do so. 
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